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We are THEATER TO GO a full service theatrical production company with a specialty in Interactive Comedy
Murder Mysteries. Some of our clients have included AT&T, BRISTOL MYERS SQUIBB, MERCK,
ACCENTURE, and JOHNSON & JOHNSON. We have performed publicly at restaurants around New Jersey,
and on scenic train rides and dinner cruises as well as for fundraisers for various social service organizations
and community groups. Our shows have been commissioned by corporate clients and universities in West
Virginia, Florida, Indiana, and California as well as for the National Lieutenant Governors Asssociation
Conference in Little Rock Arkansas.
CORPORATE TEAM BUILDING, CONVENTIONS AND LIVE INDUSTRIALS
We provide a variety of entertainment and team building events for corporations, conventions and training sessions. You can select from our list of existing programs, or have us write one to your specifications. We can
educate while entertaining your group. Our events help your organization work as a team. Between 1999 and 2005,
we were the resident theater company for Fire Engineering Magazine’s annual FDIC Convention in Indianapolis
and Sacramento, for which we wrote and performed instructional productions.
MURDER MYSTERIES
What distinguishes us from other theatrical groups is that we customize our shows to fit your particular needs and
clientele. In addition, our productions rely heavily on audience participation and improvisation. This means that
we are able to adjust to the needs of the audience and can include them in the execution of the script. We have
several themes available, including a Political Campaign Fund Raising Dinner, A Speakeasy With A 1920’s
Theme, A 1940’s Radio Show, A Mob Murder, An Inheritance Murder, A Wedding, A Hawaiian TV Show,
A Western Saloon Murder, A Costume Party, A Corporate Murder, and our writers are now at work developing
new scripts. All the shows involve much audience participation and during the course of the evening, someone gets
killed. The authorities single out the suspects, and the audience is asked to help solve the crime. Of course the
ones who help us the most are rewarded. Any of these productions could easily be adapted to any environment,
including restaurants, hotels, picnics, parties or private homes.
WE, THE JURY
We, the Jury (by exclusive arrangement with Bruce Whitehill) is a comic audience participation jury trial in
which guests become the jury in an “experimental trial system” which tries all the defendants at once. Guests
hear the evidence and question multiple suspects charged with the same crime, and after deliberation, decide on
the guilt or innocence of the suspects. Special roles for lucky guests include bailiffs, court reporter, court
artist and witnesses. The audience must unravel evidence, decipher clues and question suspects in this
entertaining format. Bring your sharp mind and quick wit, and be prepared for a great time! Great for Team
Building Events!
COMEDY WEDDING
HOLY ACRIMONY! The Wedding of Dawn and PJ
In this comedy wedding, Dawn & PJ are from opposite ends of the social ladder. Will their marriage go off
without a hitch? Not unless the families learn to get along - and you’re part of the family! This is the most fun
you’ve had at a wedding since Tony & Tina’s!
Call us for a consultation. References are happily provided on request. Flexibility is our hallmark, and we strive
to adapt all our performances to fit the needs of our clients.
We would be happy to meet with you to arrange a show specifically tailored to your needs.

Providing Quality Entertainment since 1992

www.theatertogo.com
theatertogo@comcast.net
(866) 701-2187

Murder Mysteries

A WILL TO KILL
The great chef Sal Ladd has died and the audience is welcomed as members of the
extended family to hear what he has left them in his Will. Meet his family - his daughter, Ma Schrooms, her husband Pa Tatoes and their three children Sue Keeney, Tom
Atoe and the lovely (but dim) Cornana Cobb. Rose Tabeeth, his loyal nurse, will also
be there to hear Chef Sal’s attorney read the Will. Chef Sal has willed that those who
knew the most about him would inherit the most, so he devised a game entitled “The
Will of Fortune” to determine the most loyal of his extended family (the audience)
There is murder on everyone’s mind as the inheritance disappears. A cryptic message
has to be decoded to discover the criminal. During the course of the evening, someone else dies. What did they know?
MURDER IN GOLDRUST
Welcome to Goldie Barr’s place, the Bar None Saloon in the days of the prospectors.
Zinc Miner has just struck it rich and has called all the townsfolk to the saloon for a major
announcement. All the familiar Western characters will be there including Silverado the
gambler; Graya Slate (the school marm); Nicholas Teller, the banker; and Platinum, the
saloon siren to hear what Zinc has to say. Someone meets with foul play, and all the
townsfolk will have to help Sheriff Copper Potts bring order to the town of Goldrust. Of
course there is audience participation (cardgames and an
auction) and lots of fun!
A SLAYING IN THE SPEAKEASY
You are a guest at Big Tony’s speakeasy in the 1920’s. The audience is welcomed
by the various members of Tony’s mob and are told that he is aware that there is
a police informer among them. But who is it? Various intrigues involving the principals in the story are revealed to the audience through scenes played out around
them. You will meet Louie, the bookkeeper and “college man” gangster; Spats, the
gang’s heavy; Trixie who runs Big Tony’s Place; Zelda, Tony’s Girl; and Bonnie,
the bouncer (and first feminist!) There is much audience participation, including a
sing along, and we induct one of the audience into the Gang. During the course of
the evening someone gets killed. Who did it? Was it the informer? Was it YOU?
MURDER ON THE WATERFRONT
Nolo Contendo the “Capo” of the Contendo Crime Family, is calling a meeting of the
organization to make an important announcement. All the big mob families are
there: The Bonanas, The Bambinos, The Parcheses, The Pottis. What does he have
to say to them? Vinnie Da Pooh, his Consiglieri, will make sure that order is
maintained while his children, Nintendo, and DiNotta try to stay on his good side,
and his wife Bimbo, will support him no matter what may happen. This show is full of
surprises, and even has a séance! Join Theater to Go as we unravel the goings on of
this powerful New York mob family, and enjoy some laughs along the way.
ALOHA MEANS GOODBYE...FOREVER
The audience are all “extras” in the HAWAIIAN filming of the new TV series ALOHA BLUE
which is being directed by the great Rhonda Howard. You will meet the famous Hugh
Hefty and the starlet, Melanie Maybe, as well as Mai Tai Mary, Don Ho Hum, and Leilani
Goldstein, Hula dancer extraordinaire. This show is a play within a play, as the pilot
episode “Where have all the Hula Girls Gone?” is filmed using the “extras” as hula dancers and singers as well as in other small parts. Someone gets killed in the TV pilot, but
also within the acting company. Murder will be on your mind as various intrigues are
revealed to the audience.
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MURDER ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL
You will all be there when Francis Keye throws his hat into the ring and announces his
candidacy for elected office. You will meet his running mate Tammy Hees; Sidney
Locke, the campaign manager; Susan Fits, Mr. Keye’s lovely fiancee; and Jimmy Iffa
the campaign treasurer. The motives are there: lust, jealousy revenge, greed. There is
much audience participation, and entertainment by the “famous” Bobbi Yerman. During
the course of the evening, someone gets killed. Is there sabotage in this campaign?
MURDER ON THE AIR
It’s the 1930’s and radio reigns! The management of WRRP radio is hosting a special broadcast
of their top rated radio drama “Death by Murder” for the program’s 5th anniversary. It is one of
several remote broadcasts being done for charity and the “murdercast” takes place in the Crystal
Room high atop the Stonefellow building, with a guest list containing the “creme de la creme “ of
high society. When the murder turns real, everybody’s attention turns to solving the crime, (and
saving their jobs) without jeopardizing the success of the broadcast!
MURDER BY MOONLIGHT
The world famous millionaire, Sunny Dial, creator of the Sunny Day Skin Care Line, is hosting
his annual Costume Party on his private island. He is a lover of the occult and expects
everyone to come in costume (there might even be a costume Contest!) so that they can
meet his Guest of Dishonor. But who is it? Perhaps Metra Knome, the psychic knows, or
Chad Neverest, investigator of the paranormal, or Penny Jalum the reporter. Is it you? Join
Crystal Swatch, Cadence Tempo, Hunter quartz, and the rest of the guests for the fun and
find out.
I DO, I DIE
You are all invited to the wedding reception of the year, to celebrate the
marriage of Sparrow Mallard, of the popular singing group, the Two
Little Nestlings, to tea magnate EF Downs. His former wife, Daphne
and their son IJ are also there although IJ has not yet gotten over the
strange disappearance of his former love, Robin Mallard (Sparrow’s
sister) who ran of with a mysterious stranger. Everyone is having a
wonderful time until someone gets killed. Who did it and why?
MURDER BY PROXY
It is the annual shareholders meeting of a young, rapidly growing company called THE
MOVEABLE FEAST, a chain of gourmet drive through restaurants. At the annual meeting, it turns out that not all the goings on are exactly Kosher! Someone dies and everyone is a suspect! Was it the Mob? Was it the betrayed wife, or was it you?

In all the shows, the motives are there: lust, jealousy, revenge, greed. There is much
audience participation and during the course of the evening, someone gets killed. At the
conclusion, the suspects are singled out by the authorities, and the audience is asked to
help solve the crime. Of course the ones who help us the most are rewarded!
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Comedy Trial and Wedding

We, the Jury
By Bruce Whitehill and the Mystery Game

We, the Jury is a live, audience participation jury trial in which guests are sequestered over dinner to
determine the guilt or innocence of the suspects. Guests hear the evidence and question multiple suspects
charged with the same crime, and after deliberation, decide on the guilt or innocence of the suspects. Each
suspect is tried independently by his or her own jury.
Each case is different !
It’s the newest form of entertainment anywhere!

It’s so much fun, it’s criminal!
Special roles for lucky guests include bailiffs, court reporter, court artist and witnesses .Unravel evidence,
decipher clues and question suspects on your own or in a
group. Bring your sharp mind and quick wit, and be prepared for a great time!

Judge for yourself!

We, the Jury
Where Justice is served
- Along with dinner!
SEVERAL CASES AVAILABLE FOR TRIAL!

Holy Acrimony!
The Wedding of Dawn & PJ
In this break from tradition for R&R You are invited to the wedding of
PJ Gotbux and Dawn Harley
The Wedding where everything goes wrong .

...

but no one dies!
This very unlikely couple are surrounded by their sometimes loving and
hardly ever understanding families as they struggle to tie the knot without
all out war breaking out. Add to this, a bun in the oven, an oversexed
bride’s maid, and a nearsighted priest and you have the makings of an
interesting evening that you won’t want to miss.
©
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WE, THE JURY
We, The Jury is a live, audience participation jury trial in which guests are sequestered over
dinner to determine the guilt or innocence of the suspects. Guests hear the evidence and
question multiple suspects charged with the same crime, and after deliberation, decide on
the guilt or innocence of the suspects. Each suspect is tried independently by his or her
own jury. It’s the newest form of entertainment anywhere! It’s so much fun, it’s criminal!
Special roles for lucky guests include bailiff, court reporter, court artist and court TV.
Unravel evidence, decipher clues and question suspects on your own or in a group. Bring
your sharp mind and quick wit, and be prepared for a great time!
Judge for yourself!
We the Jury : The Case of the Bombed Lawyers
When the police responded to a blast at the law offices of Viducci, Chen O’Reilly & Cohen the
discovered the body of Vicki Lake, a movie star researching material for an upcoming film role. Four
people connected in some way to Vicki were seen at the building before the blast. One of them is
the guilty one, but who? Judge for your self.
We the Jury: The case of the staged suicide
Who tried to make Lucinda Hartley’s death look like a suicide? Her trusted colleague, her next door
neighbor, the super or her best friend? You be the judge.
We the Jury: The case of the Superfluous Spy
When an informant learns too much, his death leads to the arrest of four former CIA operatives,
each with a grudge. One spy has sold secrets to a foreign power, and some one found out. Who
killed the spy?
We the Jury: The case of the Deadly Cold
John Beresford’s death did not surprise those who attended to the 96 year old ailing recluse, until
the autopsy confirmed murder. On trial are his doctor and executor of his estate; the nurse; the
housekeeper; and the tutor of his two children who left home years ago. Which one had reason to kill
him? Judge for yourself!
WE THE JURY: The Case of O’Malley, O’Reilly and Dunne
Orin O’Reilly, part owner of the popular neighborhood pub called Flattery’s Tavern was found dead
behind the bar the day after St. Patrick’s Day. It looks like a robbery, but all the at was found was a
shillelagh by the body. Who killed him? Was it really a robbery or was it a leprechaun with a vengeance. You be the judge!

__________________________
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Game Show Challenge
It has been more than ten years since we began entertaining audiences with our comedy murder mysteries, and one of the
most well received features of our productions have been the audience participation games and activities. As a result, we
have teamed up with AmeraGame Game Show Systems® to present our newest production.
Are You A Trivia Buff?
Do Friends Come To You For All The Answers?
Do You Watch Game Show And Think “I Can Do That!”
Now you can have the chance to prove it!

Theater to Go in association AmeraGame presents

The American Game Show Challenge
It’s Lights, Questions, Answers!
You and your team gain points as your game show host moves you through a series of
fun trivia contests and physical challenges.
Among our Games you can choose are:
Question Trivia Games
(Played in teams)
Whirl of Fortune:

Using letters of the alphabet you
select, solve an assortment of
word problems and phrases
Note for Note

Try to guess your favorite tunes
from Movies, Theatre, Television
and Radio”
Tick Tack Trivia

Compete against the other team
by correctly answering questions
in this Giant game of Tic Tac Toe.*

Physical Challenges
Count Down Challenge

Get up and get moving as you
compete against the clock and
the other teams in this series of
fun physical challenges.
Off to the Races

It’s the faceoff! Team members
become thoroughbred race
horses as you and your team bet
points in a last try for high score.

Tower Trivia Challenge

Choose your topics with care history, geography, music, movies,
general knowledge - find the
secret question and jump ahead of
the other teams.

The American Game Show Challenge has been designed around a custom made computer controlled
gaming system, designed by AmeraGame specifically for Theater To Go.
©
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The American Game Show Challenge has been designed around a custom made computer
controlled gaming system, designed by AmeraGame specifically for
Theater To Go.
The American Game Show Challenge
 Flexible - it can run with 2 to 10 contestants/teams.
 Scaleable - if you need and hour or a whole evenings entertainment.
 Customizable - Add your own questions for corporate training or your own personal
touch.
 Moveable-The Game show Challenge can be adjusted to fit your needs and can be
played in small venues or as a large stage event. Contestants can play from tables or
game show style podiums.
The American Game Show Challenge is a entertaining pathway towards team building,
training or just plaiin fun!. Give us your information, and we can develop questions specifically tailored to your group.
So get with the program...

The American Game Show Challenge
Take the challenge today!
For more information contact

Theater to Go
(866) 712 2187
theatertogo@comcast.net
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

“What a pleasure it was to have Theater to Go at Novartis. Every detail was professional
and within the bounds of good workplace humor. The intent was to have an informal, light
teambuilding experience. The Theater to Go team delivered and then some. Many of the team
came to tell me that they never laughed so hard with their co-workers. The actors sucessfully
drew out some of our quiet team members- it was great to see so much participation!”
Joan McDonald
NOVARTIS
We, The Jury
As a corporate event planner, often times it is difficult to find appropriate and fun entertainment for employee
and client functions. In the many years that I have been planning events, I would say, without reservation, that
the Theater to Go team is truly exception, and exceeded all my expectations. The “We the Jury” performance
was funny, enlightening, witty, and actively involved with the audience. Their entertainment was clean, and
engaging. Ruth Markoe helped to tailor to the event to my needs, and worked with my scattered schedule to
make sure that the event was a success. I will be sure to use Theater to Go Production when the next need
arises, and encourage you to do the same. Rest assured that you and your group will be thrilled with the
results.
Christopher Pinto, Philadelphia Meeting & Special Event Supervisor
ACCENTURE - Philadelphia
We, The Jury
“Just wanted to thank you and your fellow performers for a wonderful fun evening. I’ve been receiving thank you all
morning for the great time the folks had! …What a great group!”
Margaret Redmond
PEARSON TECHNOLOGY
A Will to Kill
“For the second year in row, the insurance Women of Mercer County give rave reviews to R&R
Productions for their hilarious performance at the December meeting. This year’s performance
tops last year’s, if that is possible. Thank you for a truly entertaining evening.”

Beth Pries
INSURANCE WOMEN OF MERCER COUNTY

A Slaying in the Speakeasy
“A wonderful afternoon was had by all!”
Lynne Kaplan
Price, Meese, Shulman & D’arminio
Murder by Proxy
“Thank you for the wonderful team building performance you did at our annual sales training.
It was a pleasant and instructive afternoon, and a great departure from the rigors of our intensive meetings.”
Michael Simford
BRISTOL MYERS SQUIBB
We, the Jury
Thanks for a really wonderful event. Everyone participated far more actively
than I’d personally hoped for ... it was truly a great teambuilding exercise and one that was thoroughly enjoyed by all ..Please be sure to pass on our
thanks to your group as well. Thank you again,
Cami Huk
HOFFMAN LAROCHE
We The Jury
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Some of Our Clients
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Murder on the Waterfront

Holy Acrimony

Murder by Moonlight

Aloha Means Goodby...Forever

Amerigame

We, the Jury

Murder on the Campaign Trail
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